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ABSTRACT

Online recruitment websites discuss job demands in various fields, and job postings contain detailed job specifications. Analyzing 
this text can elucidate the features that determine job salaries. Text embedding models can learn the contextual information in a 
text, and explainable artificial intelligence frameworks can be used to examine in detail how text features contribute to the models’ 
outputs. We collected 733,625 job postings using the WORKNET API and classified them into low, mid, and high-range salary 
groups. A text embedding model that predicts job salaries based on the text in job postings was trained with the collected data. 
Then, we applied the SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) framework to the trained model and discovered the significant words 
that determine each salary class. Several limitations and remaining words are also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Technology constantly interacts with the world. The 
advances in technology create new occupations, and 
changes in the job market yield additional advances. Al-
though the relationship between advancements in tech-
nology and the job market is nonlinear, researchers could 
yield reliable predictions regarding their future based on 
an appropriate approximation of that relation. In other 
words, if researchers can identify what features of jobs are 
highly valued in the job market, they can capture tech-
nologies that the industry mainly focuses on and forecast 
changes in technology in an inductive way. This forecast 
would be beneficial to people who are interested in pre-
dicting future technology and responding to changes in 
the technology. 

Researchers can utilize various features to capture 
changes in the job market. For example, several economic 
indicators such as the number of employees or full-time 
employees, average wages and salary, and demographics 
are typical features used to explain the job market. These 
indicators provide macro-level diagnoses for the status of 
the job market. However, these indicators do not provide 
detailed features about jobs. In other words, the indicators 
are limited in terms of explaining what features of jobs are 
highly valued and how they relate to changes in technol-
ogy. Job postings are valuable sources for capturing such 
micro-level features of the job market. Many companies 
recruit employees through online websites, and postings 
uploaded on the websites contain detailed job descrip-
tions such as the required and preferred job qualifications, 
duties and responsibilities, and salaries. Statistics suggest 
that approximately 86 percent of job seekers have used 
social media to search for jobs, and 84 percent of compa-
nies used social media for job recruiting purposes (Ku, 
2021). These results suggest that analyzing the job post-
ings uploaded on online websites can reveal highly valued 
features in the job market and provide a reliable forecast 
for changes in jobs and technologies. 

Existing studies have shown that online job postings 
could be used to examine the characteristics of the job 
market (e.g., Antenucci et al., 2014; Borisyuk et al., 2017). 
These studies primarily focused on numerical values 
rather than the text found in job postings. It is difficult 
to extract features from text without using sophisticated 
embedding methods. However, advances in text embed-
ding techniques and deep learning models have made it 
possible to extract features from job postings and make 
predictions about promising jobs. For example, Ha et al. 

(2022) showed that a word embedding model could be 
trained by descriptions of job and patent classification 
codes and utilized to match two different types of infor-
mation. They forecasted promising jobs based on changes 
in the number of patents. An advanced method utilizing 
text embedding techniques and deep learning models may 
be highly effective in terms of predicting promising jobs. 
Nonetheless, researchers had trouble understanding what 
features in the texts contributed to the prediction because 
the models used for prediction were too deep and difficult 
to interpret.

Regarding this problem, a framework of explainable 
artificial intelligence, the SHapley Additive exPlanations 
(SHAP), provides functions that interpret trained deep 
learning models (Lundberg & Lee, 2017). SHAP calculates 
Shapley values for the input variables and estimates their 
contributions to the trained model’s output. Researchers 
have employed SHAP in various fields to examine signifi-
cant features in prediction problems (e.g., J. Chen et al., 
2021; T. Chen et al., 2019; Park et al., 2022). For our prob-
lem, we can train a prediction model using the text and 
salary information described in job postings and interpret 
the model using SHAP. The interpretation results provide 
the textual features that contribute to a job’s salary as well 
as meaningful insights that elucidate the characteristics of 
the job market. 

In this study, we gathered 733,625 job postings in 
Korea from WORKNET and classified them into three 
categories based on the terciles of the salary. We used the 
Efficiently Learning an Encoder that Classifies Token 
Replacements Accurately (ELECTRA) model to train 
the textual features in job postings. Furthermore, we em-
ployed an ELECTRA model that was pre-trained with 
Korean texts, named KoELECTRA, and fine-tuned it us-
ing text from job postings and the salary terciles as the 
input and output variables. SHAP interpreted the trained 
model and estimated how the textual features of job post-
ings contributed to the salary classification. We identified 
significant words that are highly valued in terms of salary 
and discuss several characteristics in the current job mar-
ket and suggest several implications. 

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Job Trend Analysis 
Researchers are interested in using online job postings 

to discover trends or significant features of the job market. 
They have collected job postings from online recruitment 
websites and identified characteristics using coding tech-
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niques. Daneva et al. (2017) gathered 235 job postings re-
lated to engineering job requirements from online recruit-
ment websites in the Netherlands and manually analyzed 
their properties using a coding technique. The results re-
vealed the statistical features of the job postings and sug-
gested several implications for the engineering job market 
in the Netherlands. Similarly, Chang et al. (2019) collected 
390 job postings from LinkedIn related to data analytics 
and knowledge management, and categorized them ac-
cording to their entry, mid-senior, and top-level experi-
ence requirements. They coded the text in job postings 
and plotted word clouds to identify the characteristics and 
essential words used in the job postings. Hirudayaraj and 
Baker (2018) investigated the expectations of employers in 
human resource development based on 500 job postings 
collected from the Association for Talent Development 
(ATD) portal. They coded the data in terms of educational 
qualifications, work experience, knowledge, skills, techni-
cal skills, industry, and additional information as well as 
responsibilities, and they reported the jobs’ features based 
on the coding results. 

Other studies applied mathematical approaches to ana-
lyze job postings. Zhu et al. (2016) developed a sequential 
latent variable model named the Market Trend Latent 
Variable Model (MTLVM) and showed how the devel-
oped model discovers trends in the job market. They col-
lected 257,166 job postings from a Chinese online recruit-
ment website and trained the model using that data. The 
model discovered chronological changes in job-related 
words for several companies and suggested that job post-
ings can be used to identify significant changes in the job 
market. Karakatsanis et al. (2017) considered job descrip-
tions provided by the Occupational information NETwork 
(O*NET) and matched them with 12,849 job postings 
gathered from the United States, United Kingdom, and 
Gulf cooperation council countries. They vectorized the 
job descriptions and postings using the Term Frequency 
- Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) matrix and 
the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method and 
matched two different types of information. Based on the 
matched results, they estimated the demands of the jobs 
listed on O*NET. 

While these studies examined limited data, other re-
searchers have considered massive amounts of data. Scriv-
ner et al. (2020) considered 30 million job postings related 
to healthcare and reported their changes between 2010 
and 2018. Zhao et al. (2021) gathered 60 million job post-
ings from CareerBuilder and vectorized them utilizing 
Word2Vec. They trained a convolutional neural network 

with the extracted vectors and utilized it to develop a job 
recommendation system. In similar contexts, several stud-
ies employed text embedding models to vectorize texts in 
job postings and developed a job recommendation system 
(Kaya & Bogers, 2021; Lacic et al., 2019). Sun et al. (2021) 
constructed a deep neural network based on job postings 
in China gathered from Lagou. The model identified ma-
jor skill-related words and predicted job salaries. Existing 
studies show that text embedding models can vectorize 
texts in job postings and predict trends in the job market 
or find similar jobs. However, the models and vectorized 
texts themselves do not provide information regarding 
how the text in job postings contributes to job salaries. In 
other words, researchers cannot identify the important 
keywords that determine salaries and have only a limited 
grasp of the trends in the job market. To solve this prob-
lem, the trained models must be interpreted using eX-
plainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI). 

2.2. Explainable Artificial Intelligence
Recent advances in deep neural networks have contrib-

uted to solving many complex problems through many 
neuron layers in deep neural networks, which are nonlin-
early connected and adjust their connection weights based 
on prediction errors. However, it is difficult to ascertain 
how the input values contribute to the output values be-
cause of the deep network structure. Gunning (2017) fo-
cused on this problem and developed the concept of XAI. 
Several techniques, such as layer-wise relevance propaga-
tion (LRP, Bach et al., 2015) and local interpretable model-
agnostic explanations (LIME, Ribeiro et al., 2016) have 
been suggested for implementing XAI. However, some 
studies report instability issues in the explanation results 
from LRP and LIME (Alvarez-Melis & Jaakkola, 2018; 
Bach et al., 2015; Ward et al., 2021). Focusing on these 
limitations, Lundberg and Lee (2017) developed an XAI 
framework named SHAP. SHAP calculates Shapley val-
ues based on the input and output values from a trained 
model and estimates the contributions of features based 
on those values. SHAP applies to any trained model and 
is not limited to any model structures (i.e., it is model-
agnostic). Some studies showed that SHAP could perform 
better than LIME under specific conditions (Lundberg & 
Lee, 2017; Ward et al., 2021). 

SHAP explains a trained model based on Shapley val-
ues, which can be calculated by Equation 1. As shown in 
the equation, a Shapley value estimates the contribution 
of a specific feature based on the calculated marginal con-
tributions of all subsets of features. Calculating Shapley 
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values requires a large number of computations. However, 
they satisfy efficiency, symmetry, dummy, and additivity 
conditions, and this satisfaction implies fairness when at-
tributing the features’ contributions to the model. SHAP 
provides instance and model-level explanations based on 
Shapley values for features and the means of the values. 
SHAP consists of interpretation functions concerning dif-
ferent model types such as Tree SHAP, Deep SHAP, and 
Kernel SHAP. These functions enable the drawing of a 
global surrogate for the trained model based on local ex-
planations for the input features.

6 
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 (1)

where 
Φi: Shapley value for feature i
f: Blackbox model
F: Set of features 
S: Subset of features excluding i 
f(S): Contribution of S 

Researchers have employed XAI frameworks to ad-
dress problems in various fields. Chen et al. (2019) em-
ployed LightGBM to predict extubation failure in patients 

by training the model with patient data and interpreting it 
to identify the significant patient features that determine 
this failure. Park et al. (2021) focused on features affect-
ing the diagnosis of nuclear power plants and trained 
LightGBM and Gated Recurrent Unit-based AutoEncoder 
(GRU-AU) models with nuclear power plant data. They 
interpreted the trained model using the SHAP framework 
and showed that SHAP could be used to provide evidence 
for diagnoses. Chen et al. (2021) trained a multilayer 
neural network with Walmart retail data and interpreted 
it using the SHAP framework to investigate the major fea-
tures that determine sales for the following month. In the 
context of job analysis, Choi et al. (2020) gathered 52,190 
IT-related job postings from CareerBuilder and trained a 
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model for classifying 
job postings. They interpreted the trained model using 
the LIME framework and suggested the major words that 
characterize IT-related jobs. Although they employed 
LIME rather than SHAP, the study showed that XAI 
frameworks can be utilized to investigate the features of 
job postings. 
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3. METHOD

To examine what textual features of job postings con-
tributed to job salaries, we collected job postings in Korea 
using the WORKNET Application Programming Inter-
face (API) and trained a text embedding model that uses 
text from job postings and annual salaries as the input and 
output variables, respectively. SHAP interprets the trained 
model and suggests which keywords in the job postings 
affect the jobs’ salaries. Fig. 1 shows the analysis flowchart.

3.1. Data Acquisition
We gathered 733,625 job postings from WORKNET. 

The job posting registration dates ranged from July 
22, 2021 to March 16, 2022 and described their hourly, 
weekly, monthly, and annual salaries. We transformed the 
different types of wages into annual salaries. Then, the 
annual salaries are classified into three groups (high, mid, 
and low) based on their terciles (23,520,000 won for 2/3 
and 28,800,000 won for 1/3). The mean annual salaries for 
the three groups were presented as 20,488,440; 25,839,360; 
and 35,894,140 won, and the standard deviations were 
3,155,976; 1,617,983; and 131,177,700. The text in the job 
postings was then used to train a text embedding model. 
Fig. 2 shows the histograms of TF-IDF and average num-
bers of tokens in job postings.

3.2. Model Development
We employed a pretrained KoELECTRA model 

developed by Park (2020). The ELECTRA model was 
developed by Clark et al. (2020), who were focusing on 
the limitations of Bidirectional Encoder Representations 
from Transformers (BERT)-based models. The model can 
be pretrained using general texts and fine-tuned using 
domain-specific texts. The original study provided mod-

els that were pretrained with multilingual texts, but their 
performance was not as good as the models pretrained 
with English texts. Thus, several researchers suggested 
pretrained models oriented to the Korean language, and 
KoELECTRA demonstrated high performances in sev-
eral downstream tasks. We employed the basic version of 
the pretrained KoELECTRA models and fine-tuned the 
model for our text classification task. The data were divid-
ed into training and validation data at a ratio of 0.2. The 
AdamW optimizer was used for training, and the learning 
rate and batch size were set to 5e-5 and 32, respectively. 
Fig. 3 shows the model structure used for fine-tuning. We 
stopped the training process early based on the F1 scores 
for the training and validation data. 

3.3. Model Interpretation
We applied an explainer for the SHAP framework to 

the fine-tuned model and explored how the model clas-
sifies job posting text into three salary categories. To cal-
culate the contributions of each word, we employed a to-
kenizer from the Konlpy package named Mecab and used 
it as a masker for the input words. As discussed in the 
background section, calculating Shapley values requires 
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a massive amount of time. Thus, we sampled ten percent 
of the data for each category and extracted the major 
words that determine each salary category. In addition, 
the number of extracted major words was sometimes too 
large to review as the number of job postings considered 
in the analysis increased. Thus, we calculated the TF-IDF 
and document frequency values for the words in the job 
postings and identified the significant words, which we 
then made our primary focus. Consequently, we observed 
how the identified significant words in the job postings af-
fected the jobs’ salaries.

4. RESULTS

The model was trained on 45 epochs, and the F1 scores 
for the training and validation data were 0.913 and 0.710, 
respectively. We identified 586 words that presented TF-
IDF values greater than 0.5 and document frequency 
values larger than 1,000. Then, we applied a SHAP ex-
plainer to the sample data and explored how the identi-
fied 586 words affected each salary category. Fig. 4 shows 
two example cases. The explainer highlights a category 
used by the model to classify the input text. A category is 
highlighted more strongly if the model classifies the input 

text with higher confidence. The words in the text are also 
highlighted in red or blue coloring. Red highlighting in-
dicates that a word contributed positively to the classifica-
tion result, whereas blue highlighting represents a negative 
contribution by a word. 

In example 1, “조리사 및 청소원 채용” was classified 
into the low-range salary category. In the prediction for 
the low-range salary category, “청소원” (cleaner) and “조리

사” (cook) were highlighted in red. This result means that 
“청소원” and “조리사” positively contributed to the low-
range salary prediction, and jobs related to these words 
are generally paid a low salary. In example 2, “정보시스

템 BPR/ISP 및 빅데이터 분석 컨설턴트 모집” was classified 
into the mid-range salary category. In the prediction for 
the mid-range salary category, “빅데이터 분석” (big data 
analysis) and “ISP (Information Strategy Planning)” were 
highlighted in red, whereas “BPR (Business Process Reen-
gineering)” and “정보시스템” (information system) were 
highlighted in blue. On the other hand, the prediction for 
the high-range salary category reverses the highlight col-
ors. This result means that job postings containing “빅데이

터 분석” and “ISP” are likely to suggest mid-range salaries, 
whereas “BPR” and “정보시스템” are more likely to provide 
high-range salaries.

Fig. 4. Example cases of the model interpretation.
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Table 1 shows the top and bottom ten words identi-
fied as significantly affecting the low, mid, and high-range 
salaries of jobs. 미화원 (Cleaner), 데이케어 (Daycare), 파
트타임 (Part-time), 작업자 (Worker), 도우미 (Helper), 검
사원 (Inspector), 미화 (Cleaning), 포장 (Packaging), 연장 
(Extension), and 식당 (Restaurant) had the most positive 
effect when predicting a low-range salary, whereas 목욕 
(Bath), 방문 (Visit), 기술직 (Technical work), 물리 (Physi-
cal), 간호사 (Nurse), 폐기물 (Waste), 재 (Resident), 단체 

(Group), 종 (Following), and 입주 (Resident) had the most 
negative effect. 경리사무 (Accounting), 주주야야 (2 days/2 
nights shift), 영양사 (Nutritionist), 경리 (Accounting), 보
안 (Security), 경비원 (Security guard), 조 (Group/Serv-
ing), 점검 (Inspection), 창고 (Warehouse), and 편집 (Edit-
ing) were the most positively impactful when predicting 
a mid-range salary. At the same time, 연장, 도우미, 대원 
(Crew), 식당, 오후 (Afternoon), 영아 (Infant), 미화원, 데이

케어, 입주, and 목욕 were the most negatively impactful. 입

Table 1. Top and bottom ten influential words

Category Top ten ranked words Mean Shapley value Bottom ten ranked words Mean Shapley value

Low-range salary 미화원(Cleaner) 0.580 목욕(Bath) -0.086

데이케어(Daycare) 0.482 방문(Visit) -0.088

파트타임(Part-time) 0.477 기술직(Technical work) -0.090

작업자(Worker) 0.448 물리(Physical) -0.091

도우미(Helper) 0.398 간호사(Nurse) -0.100

검사원(Inspector) 0.394 폐기물(Waste) -0.117

미화(Cleaning) 0.393 재(Resident) -0.136

포장(Packaging) 0.361 단체(Group) -0.150

연장(Extension) 0.358 종(Following) -0.161

식당(Restaurant) 0.355 입주(Resident) -0.238

Mid-range salary 경리사무(Accounting) 0.506 연장(Extension) -0.142

주주야야(2 days/2 nights shift) 0.430 도우미(Helper) -0.146

영양사(Nutritionist) 0.414 대원(Crew) -0.146

경리(Accounting) 0.380 식당(Restaurant) -0.155

보안(Security) 0.354 오후(Afternoon) -0.164

경비원(Security guard) 0.345 영아(Infant) -0.171

조(Group/Serving) 0.330 미화원(Cleaner) -0.186

점검(Inspection) 0.329 데이케어(Daycare) -0.218

창고(Warehouse) 0.313 입주(Resident) -0.272

편집(Editing) 0.305 목욕(Bath) -0.276

High-range salary 입주(Resident) 0.510 미화(Cleaning) -0.368

목욕(Bath) 0.362 사무직원(Clerical worker) -0.385

금형(Mold) 0.192 미화원(Cleaner) -0.395

과장(Manager) 0.173 경리(Accounting) -0.406

폐기물(Waste) 0.163 파트타임(Part-time) -0.414

간호사(Nurse) 0.158 조(Group/Serving) -0.420

대원(Crew) 0.157 작업자(Worker) -0.425

톤(Ton) 0.154 검사원(Inspector) -0.428

용(For) 0.150 간호조무사(Nurse’s aide) -0.528

안전관(Safety manager) 0.145 경리사무(Accounting) -0.547
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주, 목욕, 금형 (Mold), 과장 (Manager), 폐기물, 간호사, 대
원, 톤 (Ton), 용 (For), and 안전관 (Safety manager) had the 
most positive effect when predicting a high-range salary. 
In contrast, 미화, 사무직원 (Clerical worker), 미화원, 경리, 
파트타임, 조 (Group/Serving), 작업자, 검사원, 간호조무사 
(Nurse’s aide), and 경리사무 had the most negative effect. 

5. DISCUSSION 

We collected approximately 730 thousand job post-
ings in Korea using the WORKNET API and classified 
them into three groups based on the terciles of the salaries 
described in the postings. We employed a pretrained Ko-
ELECTRA model and fine-tuned it by using the text in 
job postings as input values and the salary categories as 
output values. The job posting data was split into train-
ing and validation data at a ratio of 0.2, and the fine-
tuned model showed F1 values of 0.913 and 0.710 for the 
training and validation data, respectively. We interpreted 
the trained model using SHAP and the Shapley values 
it provides. The Mecab tokenizer was used to mask the 
input words and calculate their Shapley values. For the 
586 words identified based on the TF-IDF and document 
frequency values, SHAP provided information regarding 
how the words related to the three categories of job sala-
ries. 

In the low-range salary classification, simple labor-
related words were the most frequently used. However, 
some simple labor-related words such as 목욕 (bath), 입
주 (resident), and 폐기물 (waste) contributed negatively 
to the low-range salary classification. Instead, these words 
were the most contributed words to the high-range salary 
classification. This result indicates that employers offered 
high salaries for hard labor jobs even if they were simple. 
We were also able to find 연장 (extension) from job post-
ings in the low-range salary category, which implies that 
many job postings failed to find applicants due to the 
low-range salary and the job postings were extended. Ac-
counting, shift work, and security-related words were the 
most frequently used words in the mid-range salary clas-
sification, and hard labor, nursing, and technology-related 
words were the most frequently used words in the high-
range salary classification. Inspection-related words (검사

원, inspector, 점검, inspection, and 안전관, safety manager) 
were found in three categories. This result suggests that 
salaries for inspection-related jobs are diverse but likely to 
be high if the job is highly technical (i.e., safety manager). 

The developed approach can help recruiters write more 
compelling postings. Job seekers are often interested in 

postings that suggest high salaries and can use a filtering 
function to search the postings. However, constructing a 
description that can attract many applicants is a separate 
issue. Recruiters post jobs with similar descriptions on 
online recruitment websites, but the outcomes are differ-
ent. Various factors such as the company’s name value and 
a job website’s features can affect these outcomes. How-
ever, if recruiters focus on what is within their control, 
they can examine what expressions improve or deteriorate 
a description from the salary perspective. On the other 
hand, researchers can develop a job recommendation sys-
tem that utilizes the fine-tuned KoELECTRA model. This 
model reflects the contextual information in job postings 
and can vectorize them. A system can then match the 
vectorized job postings with an input text that a user has 
typed, which could be more effective than traditional job 
search systems. 

We found that a text embedding-based approach can 
discover significant words that determine job salaries, but 
there are also some limitations. First, the analysis results 
can consist of terms that are too general and provide lim-
ited insight into technological changes in the job market. 
We focused on a subset of words in the job postings as 
indicated by TF-IDF and document frequency values 
because calculating Shapley values consumes consider-
able time, and not all of the words’ Shapley values were 
necessary to capture significant changes in the job market. 
However, if one is interested in technological changes in 
the job market, s/he must focus only on certain words 
and examine how they contribute to job salaries. Second, 
some meanings of the words were not apparent due to 
the characteristics of the Korean language. For example, 
we observed that 조 in job postings significantly related 
to the mid-range salary category. However, the word is 
a homonym and can be interpreted as either “group” or 
“serving.” In addition, a word can be tokenized differently 
depending on the tokenizers. We employed Mecab, one of 
the most frequently used tokenizers for Korean language 
processing. However, this tokenizer is dictionary-based 
and cannot adequately capture proper nouns. In this case, 
learning-based tokenizers such as Soynlp (https://github.
com/lovit/soynlp) may be a good alternative. 

Data completion and representativity issues also re-
main. WORKNET API provides detailed information for 
recruitment in Korea. However, some missing informa-
tion and misdescribed values in the data may have af-
fected the results. In particular, the average job salary pre-
sented in WORKNET (27,319,058 won) was quite lower 
than the average salary announced by the Korea Ministry 

https://github.com/lovit/soynlp
https://github.com/lovit/soynlp
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of Employment and Labor in 2020 (34,392,000 won). This 
implies that the data we used for the analysis was biased 
toward the low- and mid-salary jobs. The limitation of 
data could be addressed by considering the additional 
sources of data. With an extended data collection period, 
chronological changes in the job market can be tracked 
and analyzed. 

6. CONCLUSION

In this study, we examined textual features determin-
ing job salaries using KoELECTRA and SHAP. The re-
sults showed that text embedding models can be used to 
predict job salaries and discover significant words that 
determine job salaries. However, we were not able to link 
the words with technological changes in the job market 
because the words were too general and provided limited 
insights. Future studies can consider extended data and 
advanced natural language processing techniques to dis-
cover meaningful words and elucidate changes in jobs and 
technologies effectively. 
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